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Introduction 
 
Before you read this manual you should read the Tracker Roulette manual and learn how 
to use the Tracker Roulette Strategy. 
 
The Tracker Roulette Strategy is designed for the even-money bets at roulette.  You will 
wager on the colors – red and black, the numbers high and low or on odd and even.  We 
prefer to bet on red and black. 
 
Tracker Roulette is the easiest way to win large amounts off of a small bankroll.  This 
manual shows how you can easily turn $30 into $50,000 playing roulette online.  In 
addition you’ll discover how to turn $150 into $50,000 in land-based play. 
 
If you would like to win $50,000 in just 14 hours this is the plan you need.  This is the 
same plan our players have used with great success to win $50,000 or more their first 
week as Tracker Roulette players! 
 
 

  
Play Roulette for Free! 

 
The best way to learn how to win is 
to play for free.  Click Here for the 
best online practice with no 
download required! 
 

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bankroll and Bets 
 
The base bets, Game Bankroll, Total Bankroll and Betting Series for Tracker Roulette are 
shown in Table 1.   
 

Table 1.  Tracker Roulette Strategy Base Bets,  
Target Wins, Bankroll and Betting Series 

 
 
Base 
Bet 

Game 
Bankroll 

Target 
Win 

Fast Profit Bets Rapid Recovery 
Bets 

Profit Multiplier Bets 

25¢ $7.50 $2.50 .25  .75  1.25  2   3 .5 1  2.5 .5 .25 .75  1  1.5  2 3 4 5 etc 
50¢ $15 $5 .5  1.25 2.5  4  6 1 2 5 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 etc 
$1 $30 $10 1  2.5  5  8 12 2 4 10 2 1 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 etc 
$2 $60 $20 2 5 10 16 24 4 8 20 4 3  5 7 9 11 13 etc 
$3 $90 $30 3 7.50 15 25 35 6 12 30 6 5 10 13 16 19 23  etc 
$5 $150 $50 5 12 25 40 60 10 20 50 9 8 12 15 20 25 30 etc 
$10 $300 $100 10 25 50 80 120 20 40 100 18 16 24 30 40 50 etc 
$15 $450 $150 15 35 75 120 180 30 60 150 27 24 35 45 60 75 etc 
$20 $600 $200 20 50 100 160 240 40 80 200 35 32 50 60 80 100 etc 
$25 $750 $250 25 60 125 200 300 50 100 250 50 40 60 75 100 125 150 etc 
$35 $1050 $350 35 85 175 275 425 75 150 350 65 55 85 105 140 175 210 etc 
$50 $1500 $500 50 125 250 400 600 100 200 500 100 80 120 150 200 250 300 etc 
$75 $2250 $750 75 175 375 600 900 150 300 750 150 125 175 225 300 375 etc 
$100 $3000 $1000 100 250 500 800 1200 200 400 1000 175 150 240 300 400 500 etc 
$200 $6000 $2000 200 500 1000 1600 2400 400 800 2000 350 300 500 600 800 1000 etc 
$300 $9000 $3000 300 750 1500 2500 3500 600 1200 3000 525 450 725 900 1200 1500 etc 
$400 $12000 $4000 400 1000 2000 3200 4800 800 1600 4000 700 600 950 1200 1600 2000 etc 
$500 $15000 $5000 500 1250 2500 4000 6000 1000 2000 5000 1000 1800 2500 3000 4000 5000 etc 
 
 
Table 2 shows the win rates for base bets ranging from $1 to $500.  Hourly win rates are 
shown for play at the rate of 60 rounds per hour for land-based games and 350 rounds per 
hour for online play.   
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Table 2.  Win Rates for Tracker Roulette 
 
Minimum 
Bet 

Game 
Bankroll 

Total 
Bankroll 

Average 
Won Per 
Spin 

Land-based Hourly 
Winnings (60 spins per 
hour) 

Online Hourly 
Winnings (350 
Spins per hour) 

25¢ $7.50 $37.50 0.1389 NA $48.56 
50¢ $15 $75 0.2775 NA $97.13 
$1 $30 $150 0.555 $33.30 $194.39 
$2 $60 $300 1.111 $66.60 $388.78 
$3 $90 $450 1.666 $99.60 $583.14 
$5 $150 $750 2.777 $166.62 $971.95 
$10 $300 $1500 5.554 $333.24 $1943.90 
$15 $450 $2250 8.331 $499.86 $2915.85 
$20 $600 $3000 11.108 $666.48 $3887.80 
$25 $750 $3750 13.885 $833.10 $4859.75 
$35 $1050 $5250 19.439 $1166.34 NA 
$50 $1500 $7500 27.764 $1665.84 NA 
$75 $2250 $11250 41.646 $2498.76 NA 
$100 $3000 $15000 55.528 $3331.68 NA 
$200 $6000 $30000 111.056 $6663.36 NA 
$300 $9000 $45000 166.584 $9995.04 NA 
$400 $12000 $60000 222.112 $13326.72 NA 
$500 $15000 $75000 277.64 $16658.40 NA 
 
 
With the information in Tables 1 and 2 we can start developing your options for winning 
$50,000 your first week as a Tracker Roulette player! 
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Hourly Winnings 
 
One of the best features about Tracker Roulette is its predictability. While 
anything can happen over the next spins of roulette, as you play longer using the 
strategy, the results become more and more predictable.  

 
After playing thousands of games in casinos we determined that the hourly 
winnings were pretty much dependent on:  
 

a. The speed of the game and 
b. The size of your bets. 

 
So long as you apply the strategy correctly, your hourly wins will fall within a 
narrow average. 

 
Assuming an average table speed of about 60 hands per hour in a land-based game 
and 350 hands per hour playing online, the amount you can win per hour is strictly 
dependent on the size of your bets, which is determined by your bankroll. 
 
This is very straightforward and simply means that if you play with black $100 
chips, you should expect to win more than a player betting with green $25 chips.  
Likewise, the green chip player will average winning more than the red $5 chip 
player. 
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Table 1 shows the relationship between hourly winnings and the level of bankroll used at 
a table averaging 60 hands per hour for land-based play and 350 hands per hour for 
online play.  These illustrations are based on the actual results obtained in hundreds 
of games played in real casinos.  While this table, as well as the ones which follow, 
show the amounts you can win over different time periods with different amounts 
"invested" in each game, there is nothing hypothetical about these winning rates.  
These amounts are based on actual casino games.  
 
The next chapter covers the plan to turn $150 into $50,000 playing in a land-based 
casino. 
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Starting Small to Win Big – Playing Roulette in a Land-
Based Casino 
 
One of the strongest benefits of learning Tracker Roulette is that you can use 
winnings from the casino to build your bankroll very quickly.   Anyone who can 
raise just a few hundred dollars can get started using this strategy to build a 
respectable gambling bankroll. 
 
Starting with $5 Base Bets, Table 2 shows the hourly win rates for land-based play. 
 

Table 3.  
Hourly Winnings for Games Played at Rate of  

60 Rounds per Hour  
at Different Bet Levels 

 
Minimum 
Bet 

Game 
Bankroll 

Total 
Bankroll 

Average 
Won Per 
Spin 

Land-based Hourly 
Winnings (60 spins per 
hour) 

$1 $30 $150 0.555 $33.30 
$2 $60 $300 1.111 $66.60 
$3 $90 $450 1.666 $99.60 
$5 $150 $750 2.777 $166.62 
$10 $300 $1500 5.554 $333.24 
$15 $450 $2250 8.331 $499.86 
$20 $600 $3000 11.108 $666.48 
$25 $750 $3750 13.885 $833.10 
$35 $1050 $5250 19.439 $1166.34 
$50 $1500 $7500 27.764 $1665.84 
$75 $2250 $11250 41.646 $2498.76 
$100 $3000 $15000 55.528 $3331.68 
$200 $6000 $30000 111.056 $6663.36 
$300 $9000 $45000 166.584 $9995.04 
$400 $12000 $60000 222.112 $13326.72 
$500 $15000 $75000 277.64 $16658.40 

 
 

Our objective is to win $50,000 in the shortest time possible.  We will start out with 
$150, the amount needed for theGame Bankroll for $5 bets. 
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I am going to assume that you would rather “grow” you own bankroll out of your 
roulette winnings. 
 
Table 3 recaps bankroll levels for $5 to $500 Base Bettors. 
 
Table 4 shows a plan whereby you can start out as a $5 bettor and win $50,000 by 
increasing the size of your bets as your winnings grow. 
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Table 4.  $50,000 Bankroll Growth Plan for Land-based Play 
 

Base Bet Bankroll 
for this 
Level of 
Play 

Bankroll 
Needed to 
Next Higher 
Level of 
Play 

Winnings 
Needed to 
Play at 
Next Level 

Hourly 
Win Rate 
for Level 
of Play 

Hours of Play 
Required to 
Reach Next 
Level of Play 

Bankroll at 
End of Play 

5 $150* $1500 $1350 $166.62 8.1 hrs $1500 
10 $1500 $2250 $750 $333.24 2.3 hrs $2250 
15 $2250 $3000 $750 $499.86 1.5 hrs $3000 
20 $3000 $3750 $750 $666.48 1.1 hrs $3750 
25 $3750 $5250 $1500 $833.10 1.8 hrs $5250 
35 $5250 $7500 $2250 $1166.34 1.4 hrs $7500 
50 $7500 $11250 $3750 $1665.84 2.25 hrs $11250 
75 $11250 $15000 $3750 $2498.76 1.5 hrs $15000 
100 $15000 $50,000 $35,000 $3331.68 10.5 hrs $50,000 
Time 
Required 
to Win 
$50,000 

    30.45 hrs 
Rounded = 31 
Hours 

 

 
*  We start with the Game Bankroll needed for $5 play.  From $10 base betting on we assume that 
you need to have the Total Bankroll amounts 
 
Here are the assumptions behind the Bankroll Growth Plan shown in Table 4. 
 
1.  Your objective is to grow a bankroll to $50,000 increasing the size of your bets 
as your bankroll grows enough to support the next higher level of play. 
 
2.  You will start out as a $5 bettor using a $150 bankroll.  This is the amount 
needed for the Game Bankroll.  However, the plan requires the amount of the Total 
Bankroll for higher levels of bets. 
 
3.  You will play roulette at each level until you have won enough to qualify you to 
play at the next higher level shown in the table. 
 
Here is how the table is set up: 
 
Base Bets – Your minimum bet at each level of play. 
 
Bankroll for this Level of Play – The total bankroll you need for each level of 
play.  For example, the Game Bankroll needed for $5 betting is $150. 
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Bankroll Needed to Play at Next Higher Level of Play – This is the next level 
you want to reach at each level of play.  As a $5 bettor, starting with $150, you want 
to build your bankroll to $1500, the Total Bankroll needed to make $10 bets. 
 
Winnings Need to Play at Next Level – This is your dollar win goal at each level 
of play.  For example, starting as a $5 bettor, your win goal is $1350, the amount 
needed to increase your bankroll from $150 to $1500.  This is the Total Bankroll 
needed to make $10 Base Bets. 
 
Hourly Win Rate for Level of Play – Each level of play has it own hourly win 
rate.  As a $5 bettor, playing at 60 spins per hour, your average net win rate will be 
$166.62 per hour.  This is the amount shown for $5 bettors in the row for $5 betting. 
 
Hours of Play Required to Reach the Next Level of Play – Here we calculate 
how long it will take you, on the average, to win enough to move up one level of 
play.  As a $5 bettor, it will take you 8.1 hours of play to win enough to grow your 
bankroll from $150 to $1500 and be qualified to move up to making $10 Base Bets. 
 
As you can see, you will progress through each level of play until you meet the 
objective of winning enough to qualify to play at the next higher level. 
 
It will take 8.1 hours to move from making $5 bets up to $10 betting. 
 
As a $10 bettor put in 2.3 hours of play and you will be qualified to make $15 bets. 
 
Another 1.5 hours of pay will take you from $15 to $20 betting. 
 
Play another 1.1 hours and you’ll move up from $20 to $25 betting. 
 
The next move is a little larger as you will jump from making $25 to $35 bets.  .  As 
shown in the table, it will take you 1.8 hours to reach the $35 betting level. 
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From $35 betting to $50 betting takes another 1.4 hours of play.  After bringing 
your bankroll up to $11,250 you will move up to making $75 bets and winning 
$2499 an hour. 
 
The final step is make $100 base bets.  Most casinos will accommodate this level of 
play and it is not unusual to encounter $100 bettors.  As a $100 bettor you will win 
$35,000 in less than 11 hours and bring your bankroll up to $50,000! 
 
Having adequate bankroll is critical to the success of this plan.  If you have trouble 
raising enough to qualify for $5 betting you should consider starting out planning 
online and winning enough to make $5 bets in a land-base casinos. 
 
However, you always want to make sure that you aren’t playing with the rent money 
or other money you need for essentials.  I call this money “scared money” because 
you absolutely cannot afford even a single loss with this money. 
 
Can you guess what happens when you play with scared money?  You don't play 
correctly because you are afraid to lose.  If you are afraid to lose, you will end up 
doing strange things like losing more than you should.   

 
With scared money on the line, you will be afraid to take a loss, because you 
really can't afford to lose any of the money.  So your behavior changes.  When 
you have a losing game, you will be reluctant to take your lumps and pull off the 
table with a loss.   You may pull more money out and continue playing, because to 
quit playing would entail recognizing that you had lost money you couldn't afford to 
lose.  

 
Once you fall into this trap, your discipline will rapidly disappear and you will find 
yourself chasing losses.  That’s one of the things having an adequate bankroll of 
money especially set aside for gambling will help you overcome.  Having a "risk 
bankroll" is designed to protect you from losing control when you gamble. 
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Growing Your Bankroll Playing Online 
 
In the previous chapter we presented a plan to win $50,000 starting with a $150 
bankroll making $5 bets.  In the plan for land-based play we move from making $5 
base bets to $100 base bets to complete the win plan. 
 
The main differences between using Tracker Roulette in land-based versus an online 
game are: 
 
1.  You can play with lower betting limits online.  For example most online casinos 
accept 25¢ to $0.50 minimum bets while these games have virtually disappeared in 
land-based casinos. 
 
2.  Since online games are much faster then land-based games, your hourly win rate 
will be higher in an online game since you will play more hands to hour.  In this 
book we assume speeds of 60 spins per hour for land-based games and 350 spins per 
hour for online play. 
 
Table 5 below shows the hourly win rates  
Starting with $25 Cent Base Bets, Table 5 shows the hourly win rates for online 
play. 
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Table 5.  

Expected Hourly Win Rate  
If Played at Rate of 350 Rounds per Hour  

at Different Bet Levels 
 

Minimum 
Bet 

Game 
Bankroll 

Total 
Bankroll

Online Hourly 
Winnings (350 Spins 
per hour) 

25¢ $7.50 $37.50 $48.56 
50¢ $15 $75 $97.13 
$1 $30 $150 $194.39 
$2 $60 $300 $388.78 
$3 $90 $450 $583.14 
$5 $150 $750 $971.95 
$10 $300 $1500 $1943.90 
$15 $450 $2250 $2915.85 
$20 $600 $3000 $3887.80 
$25 $750 $3750 $4859.75 

 
 

 
Our objective is to win $50,000.  We’ll do it by increasing the size of our bets as our 
bankroll grow enough to support the next higher level of bets. 
 
Table 6. shows a plan whereby you can start out as a $1 bettor and literally grow 
your own bankroll. 
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Table 6.  Bankroll Growth Plan for Online Play 
 
Base Bet Bankroll 

Needed for 
this Level 
of Play 

Winnings 
Needed to 
Reach the 
Next Base 
Bet Level 

Average 
Hourly 
Winnings at 
350 Spins 
per Hour 

Hours 
Needed to 
Win 
Additional 
Bankroll for 
Next Level 

Bankroll 
After Play 

$1 $30 $270 $194 1.4 hrs $300 
$2 $300 $150 $388 0.4 hrs $450 
$3 $450 $300 $583 0.5 hrs $750 
$5 $750 $750 $972 0.8 hrs $1500 
$10 $1500 $750 $1943 0.4 hrs $2250 
$15 $2250 $750 $2925 0.25 hrs $3000 
$20 $3000 $750 $3887 0.2 hrs $3750 
$25 $3750 $46250 $4860 9.6 hrs $50,000 
Total Hours 
to Reach 
$50,000 

   13.55 hrs 
(rounded to 
14 hours) 

 

 
*  We start with the Game Bankroll needed for $1 play.  From $2 base betting on we assume that 
you need to have the Total Bankroll amounts 
 

 
 
Here are the assumptions behind the Bankroll Growth Plan shown in Table 6. 
 
1.  Your objective is to grow a bankroll larger enough to make $25 base bets, which 
requires a total bankroll of $3,750. Once at this level you will continue to play until 
your bankroll grows to $50,000. 
 
2.  You will start out as a $1 bettor using a $30 Game Bankroll.  This is the amount 
needed for the Game Bankroll.  However, the plan requires the amount of the Total 
Bankroll for higher levels of bets. 
 
3.  You will play roulette at each level until you have won enough to qualify you to 
play at the next higher level shown in the table. 
 
Here is how the table is set up: 
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Base Bets – Your minimum bet at each level of play. 
 
Bankroll for this Level of Play – The total bankroll you need for each level of 
play.   
 
Bankroll Needed to Play at Next Higher Level of Play – This is the next level 
you want to reach at each level of play.  As a $1 bettor, starting with $30, your first 
goal is to build your bankroll to $300 which qualifies you to make $2 base bets. 
 
Winnings Need to Play at Next Level – This is your dollar win goal at each level 
of play.  For example, starting as a $1 bettor, your win goal is $270, the amount 
needed to increase your bankroll from $30 to $300.  The next level of bankroll of 
$450 is the amount needed to make $3 Base Bets. 
 
Hourly Win Rate for Level of Play – Each level of play has it own hourly win 
rate.  As a $1 bettor, playing at the rate of 350 bets per hour, your average net win 
rate is $194 per hour.  This is the amount shown for $1 bettors in the row for $1 
betting. 
 
Hours of Play Required to Reach the Next Level of Play – Here we calculate 
how long it will take you, on the average, to win enough to move up one level of 
play.  As a $1 bettor, it will take you 1.4 hours of play to win enough to grow your 
bankroll from $30 to $300 and be qualified to move up to making $2 Base Bets. 
 
As you can see, you will progress through each level of play until you meet the 
objective of winning enough to qualify to play at the next higher level. 
 
It will take you 1.4 hours to move up from $1 bets to making $2 bets. 
 
Another 0.4 hours of play will move you up to making $3 bets. 
 
It will take 0.5 hours to move from making $3 bets up to $5 betting. 
 
Play 0.8 hours more and you will move from $5 to $10 betting.  
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Play another 0.4 hours and you will be qualified to make $15 bets. 
 
As a $15 bettor you’ll win enough to make $20 bets in just 0.25 hours. 
 
You’ll move from $20 bet to $25 betting in another 0.2 hours. 
 
Finally as a $25 bettor it will take you just 9.6 hours to reach your objective of winning 
$50,000! 
  
Having adequate bankroll is critical to the success of this plan.  To win $50,000 just take 
it one step at a time!
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Summary of Our Build Your Own Bankroll Plans 
 
We have presented two different approaches to winning $50,000 playing roulette. 
 
These plans assume that you use Tracker Roulette.  Each of our plans are proven to 
work, using win rates derived from 5,313 games played and documented. 
 
Plan One assumes that you play in land-based casinos.  Table 4 summarizes this 
plan in which it will take you just 31 hours to turn a $150 bankroll into a $50,000 
bankroll.   
 
Plan Two assumes that you play online only.  Table 6 summarizes this plan.  Here 
it will take about fourteen hours to grow your bankroll from $30 to $50,000.   
 
Which way you go is up to you.  However, each of these plans has worked for other 
players and will work for you, too! 
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Rules to Help You Keep Your Winnings 
 
There is no question that if you follow this plan you can win $50,000 playing 
roulette. Does this mean you can relax?  Unfortunately no.  Even though there is no 
question that you will win using this system of play, there is still the issue of leaving 
the casino with your profits in hand. 
 
One of our most important rules to help you leave a winner is the 90% Rule.  This 
rule says very simply that if you are close to hitting a target profit or a daily profit, 
that sometimes 90% or so is close enough. 
 
I recall very well an acquaintance of mine who had a monster roll at a craps table.  
When I walked up to the table, Joe was rolling the dice and playing with $500 chips 
scattered all over the layout.  By the time he sevened out, he was up over $48,000.  
This is not bad considering he bought in less than an hour earlier for a grand.  I 
strongly urged him to come with me and take a break.  I reminded him how badly he 
needed this score and how good he would feel walking out with his winnings intact.  
He nodded and smiled and then gave some lame excuse about wanting to bet with 
just a couple more shooters. 
 
I had more than made my nut for that day.  In fact, catching the last ten minutes of 
his hot craps roll had put me way  ahead.   I decided to take a break in the coffee 
shop and try some of the coconut cream pie which was reputed to be the best in 
town. 
 
I ran into another friend and talked for over an hour.  When I came back out, Joe was 
still at the same table.  I walked up and noticed his pitiful little pile of green chips.  
Joe gave me a lame look and continued to play.  I saw him the next day and asked 
him how he ended up.  "Tapped out," were his words.  "You didn't drop the whole 50 
grand did you?" I asked.  
 
"It was only 48 thousand," he responded.  "The reason I kept playing is because I 
wanted to hit 50 thousand." 
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As I walked away, I wondered to myself what in the hell is the difference between 48 
thousand and 50 thousand when you are that much ahead?   
 

 

 
 
I think 48 thousand should have been 
close enough, don't you? 

Any time you are struggling to hit a target profit, are playing on a short time schedule 
or just start to hear that little nagging voice somewhere in the back of your skull 
telling you to watch out, you can remember Joe.  He should have known that 48 
grand was close enough.  Don't ever get hung up on exact amounts.  If you are trying 
to win $50 and hit $48, you can call it close enough and take a break.  Remember 
that you will never go broke by taking a break early and walking off with your 
profits intact. 
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Living a Life of Ease 

 
When you go to the casino, you need to remember that your one purpose is to win.  
You can drink, party, visit, flirt and relax on your own time after you have locked up 
your daily win.  After becoming a proficient Tracker Roulette player and increasing 
the size of your minimum wagers, you will be able to travel a good part of the year, 
courtesy of your favorite casinos.  This may become an important part of your 
retirement plan.  You can use your new skills at roulette to pay for your vacations 
and pocket a good deal of change as well. 
 
You may consider becoming a full time pro.  Before you make this step, I want you 
to think about it very carefully.  Whereas playing several times a month and winning 
can bring you a great deal of pleasure, having to play every day to make your daily 
nut is very difficult.   
 
Casinos can be glamorous and exciting if you don't have to be in one every day.  On 
a daily basis, I can think of many things I had rather do than go through the repetitive 
grind of play needed to hit my daily win goal.  Everyone is different.  If you think 
you would like to turn pro, I suggest you take a two week vacation and spend at least 
ten of the days in a casino playing blackjack four hours a day.  If, after two weeks of 
this, you are still game for more, then maybe you have what it takes to become a full 
time player.  If you are like me, you may have to settle for being a part time pro and 
playing less frequently. 
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I hope you find Tracker Roulette to be a lifetime source of income and satisfaction.  I 
would like to hear about your experiences.  You may write me in care of the 
publisher.  I wish you the best in all of your life endeavors.   
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